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By ERIN SHEA

Italian jeweler Bulgari is  reinvigorating consumer interest in its iconic B.zero1 collection
through a number of social promotions and an exclusive event.

The jeweler hosted an event April 10 at the Bulgari Hotel in Milan to celebrate the
collection and launch the new campaign. Bulgari has been posting images and videos
across Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and Instagram to show off the B.zero1 pieces to keep
its followers engaged with the campaign.

“This method guarantees an opportunity to showcase and more efficiently create
awareness of these featured products,” said Dalia Strum, professor at the Fashion Institute
of Technology and founder of Dalia Inc., New York.

“The entire video experience focuses on an elegant appeal, which is communicated
through the music and visual content, and establishing the association with a certain
lifestyle to better reach Bulgari’s target market,” she said.

Ms. Strum is not affiliated with Bulgari, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Bulgari was unable to comment directly. The jeweler is owned by LVMH Louis Vuitton
Moët Hennessy.
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Rediscovering the product

Bulgari is  promoting the B.zero1 line online through its social channels to help its
followers rediscover the collection, which starts at $2,000.

The jeweler posted new images of B.zero1 items on Facebook, Twitter and Google+.

Bulgari changed its cover images on Facebook and Google+, its  background image on
Twitter and all of its  profile images to show off the collections.

Bulgari Facebook page

Bulgari also posted images from its event on social media.

Bulgari event image on Instagram

The brand is encouraging consumers to use the hashtag #BulgariLive to stay up-to-date
with the promotions through Twitter and Instagram.
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Bulgari Tweet

In addition to the images, Bulgari also posted three short videos showing off each one of
its B.zero1 rings. The brand posted the videos on its social media pages.

The first video posted was “The Gold Collection” that shows the original ring design
come together out of gold ripples. It runs 60 seconds.

Embedded Video: http://www.facebook.com/video/embed?video_id=10150288236384963

The Gold Collection

The next one is centered on “The Diamond Collection” and flaunts the bracelets and
rings through various angles so that viewers can see the diamonds in the products. It runs
24 seconds.

Embedded Video: http://www.facebook.com/video/embed?video_id=10151319388276813

The Diamond Collection

The third video called “The Ceramic Collection” is similar to the Diamond Collection in
that it shows off the ceramic products in the same way.

Embedded Video: http://www.facebook.com/video/embed?video_id=10150289406814963

The Ceramic Collection

There is also a fourth B.zero1 line, the Marble Collection, which currently does not have
its own video.
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Product visualization 
Many luxury marketers use video to refresh interest in their products.

For instance, Italian apparel and accessories label Fendi presented its new small leather
goods collection in an animated social video that showed the items parading through
scenes of color panes and crayon doodles.

The label showed the video on a section of its  Web site where users can also view an
image gallery of the entire collection. Fendi also pushed video views via a dedicated
email campaign and social promotions (see story).

Also, French fashion house Louis Vuitton showed off its  Mini Icons collection in an
upbeat social video that depicted the handbags in use by stylish women during springtime
in Paris.

The label shared the 90-second video across its social channels and Web site to stir up
interest for the set of small, brightly-colored bags (see story).

For Bulgari, its  new short videos allow consumers to experience the brand on their down
time.

“These short videos are an interesting strategy to introduce products to their clientele on
their time,” Ms. Strum said.

“This is essentially an updated approach to window shopping with hints of inspiration and
a luxurious touch,” she said.

Final take

Erin Shea, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York 

Embedded Video: http://www.youtube.com/embed/znuurOP1UQ0
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